
Hotel Shakespeare Shot List & Filming Info

Weekend at Juliet’s 

- Premise - 
The setups for this scene is pretty straightforward.   

The fun lies in the interactions between Yoric, Osrick and Hamlet as he make them do 
more and more ridiculous things.  Do your best to have the kids speak in the general 
direction of the other characters.  I have included the basics below along with any 

special shot’s I would need below. 

- Location -  
Any room will work but preferably one that has the most hotel room like qualities.   

There are three set ups for this shoot 
Bathroom Door - Beginning of scene with Hamlet in bathroom. 

Hotel Room Door - Hamlet’s interaction with Bellhop. 
Hotel Room - Everything else. 

- Props -  
Script - (Yorick, Osric) Any bunch of papers will do. 

- Costumes -  
Hamlet - Turtleneck 

Yorick - Casual outfit, a bit worn down. Maybe a hat. 
Osric - A bit more dressed up.   

- - Shots - 

Yorick and Osric  
Putting these shots together since Alex and Kaitlyn can film in the same space.  

Center Framed - Medium Shots and Close ups - Changing eye line depending on the 
character being talked to.  

YORICK: Hamlet, please come out. You're the star of this movie. We need you on the 
set.  

Medium Shot of standing in front of bathroom door. 

OSRIC: The studio sent me to check in. Is Hamlet any closer to returning?  
Entering the Medium Shot set up earlier with Yorick. 

HAMLET: How can the prince serve you? 
Hamlet’s POV from bathroom doorway. 

Two Shot - Medium of Yorick and Osric looking startled.  

OSRIC: (To YORICK) I think I get it. (To HAMLET) Price Dandelion, the Pegasi counsel 
requires your presence at the castle most urgently...  

Two Shot Medium - Now turned around in room looking towards Hamlet.  

The Pagasi Oath 
Medium Close up of Osric reciting the oath with hand raised.  
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The Secret Handshake 
Medium and Close Up shots of Yorick doing the secret handshake. 

The Prance of the Pegasi 
Varius shots (have fun!) performing different dance moves.  

Ending Monologue 
Medium Shot of Yorick and Osric running back and forth grabbing Hamlet’s things as 

Hamlet barks at them.  

Hamlet 
Opening Bathroom Setup 

Outside shot of door while Hamlet speaks. This will all be voice over so make sure to 
speak extra loud. 

HAMLET: How can the prince serve you?  
Medium Shot of Hamlet quickly opening bathroom door. 

(There is a knock. HAMLET opens the door to find the BELLHOP)  
Medium shot of Hamlet quickly opening Hotel Room Door from Bellhops POV.  

HAMLET: I will accept your gifts. Thank you, servant.  
Medium Shot of Hamlet accept towels from Hotel Room POV followed by slamming the 

door in Bellhops face.  

HAMLET: The evil tyrant king, my uncle, has made a mess and they need me to clean 
it up do they?  

Medium Shot of Hamlet putting the towels on a dresser and thinking. 

The Pagasi Oath 
Medium Close up of Hamlet reciting the oath under his breath with hand raised.  

The Secret Handshake 
Medium and Close Up shots of Hamlet doing the secret handshake. 

The Prance of the Pegasi 
Various shots (have fun!) performing different dance moves.  

Ending Monologue 
Medium Shot of Hamlet ordering around Yorick and Osric. 


